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Today’s veterinary 
practices have an influx of 
competition, challenges,  
and complexities in 
technology and diagnostics 
that make it difficult to 
focus on growth. Plus, some 
pet owners now opt to 
purchase food, services, and 
even vaccines from big box 
or online retail stores for 
discounts and convenience.

The veterinary industry  
is full of challenges.

It’s more difficult than ever to run 
a successful veterinary business.
•   Veterinary practices are typically missing charges in  

surgeries, diagnostics, and consumables, equaling 5 
percent of revenue or more.

•   Practice inventory may not be managed appropriately, 
leading to lower margins…even selling products for less 
than cost.

•   Less than 50% of new clients return the following year, and 
60% of existing clients may not have visited the clinic in 18 
months or more.
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What if you could use your practice management 
software to identify and address the areas of 
vulnerability in your practice, without draining 
staff time?

We designed our veterinary practice management software and solutions to help you grow revenue 
and capitalize on missed opportunities, giving you the freedom to focus on what’s most important 
to you. We provide some of the longest-standing veterinary software systems in the world, 
including AVImark, eVetPractice, ImproMed, and ImproMed Equine, with all of the core features  
and functionality that you’d expect from leading software brands, such as:

•   Appointment and  
boarding calendars

•  Cloud functionality

•  Electronic medical records

•  Estimates and invoicing

•  Financial reports

•  Inventory management

•   Stored credit card  
information for automatic, 
recurring payments

•   Support of paperless 
environments

•  Wellness plans

•   50+ integration partners,  
so you can work seamlessly  
with the suppliers you choose

See what makes each of our 
software platforms unique. 
We’ll help you find the best 
fit for your practice.
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AVImark

Client Information Display

Find all the information you 
need, organized on one screen. 
You can view and access 
information about the client, 
the patient, and the medical 
history, making it quick and 
easy to manage the check-in 
and check-out process and 
boost productivity.

Constant budget constraints, 
employee retention, and 
attracting new customers 
are just a few challenges 
that many practices face. 
We have found that on 
average, less than 50 
percent of new clients return 
the following year, which 
means your patients may be 
missing out on much needed 
care, and your practice 
finances are likely feeling  
the impact, too.

Here are a few other unique 
features that practices find useful.

Enhanced
information search

Boost client retention by
sending targeted marketing 
and educational campaigns. 
Easily search your records 
for groups of clients 
and or patients that fit 
certain qualifications. You 
can set up searches for 
multiple categories, values, 
and multiple “and/or” 
relationships, and you can 
even save searches to run 
again and again.

Note glossary

Create and store note 
templates to streamline the 
process of producing consistent 
notes for your clients, patients 
and medical history. These 
templates help you duplicate 
text from one area of the 
program to another and are 
easily accessible in many notes 
areas of AVImark, saving you 
time and improving efficiency.

For practices looking to grow, AVImark practice management 
software is affordable, quick to install, easy to use, and offers a 
variety of tools that will benefit your patients, your clients, and 
your practice. AVImark is robust enough to support your ever-
growing business, without the added cost of additional  
seat licenses. Plus, with AVImark’s enhanced search capabilities, 
you can send targeted, personalized marketing campaigns that 
keep your clients coming back, year after year.

More than 10,000 practices have chosen AVImark for value 
and ease of use. With easy-to-use right-click functionality, 
unlimited seat licenses, advanced features to support paperless 
environments, and a defined, easy-to-follow path for going 
paperless, AVImark offers the tools you need to effectively 
manage and grow your business.
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Worklist

The Worklist allows you 
to see a variety of duties, 
requests, or action items 
set within your practice that 
can be assigned to staff 
members, such as updating 
medical records and recording 
vital signs. This feature 
requires minimal setup, is 
completely configurable, 
and helps increase practice 
accountability and efficiency.

Whiteboard

The Whiteboard is a central
location to track all patient
activity, assign tasks, and capture 
notes in real-time. Information 
is automatically captured in 
the medical record and invoice, 
reducing the potential for missed 
charges, and keeping every 
staff member up to date on 
communication and patient  
status while in your care.

More than 10,000 practices 
have chosen AVImark for 
value and ease of use
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Here are a few other unique 
features that practices find useful.

eVetPractice

Covetrus Software Services

Running a business isn't easy. 
The stresses of managing a 
team of employees coupled 
with daily technology 
encounters can prove to 
provide enough hurdles, 
without even beginning to 
look at the medical aspect of 
your job. However, we know 
that running your veterinary 
business while providing the 
best care and experience 
possible for patients doesn't 
need to be a daily challenge.

We designed eVetPractice veterinary practice management 
software and solutions to increase productivity, streamline 
operations, and grow practice revenue. Our industry leading 
cloud-based software gives your practice access to your 
veterinary practice management system whenever and 
wherever you need it. With the ability to run on any internet-
enabled device, your practice can leave behind server costs 
and maintenance, and experience the joys of automatic 
upgrades. eVetPractice excels at advancing your practice 
into the future of technology.

Flexible and mobile 

Anytime, anywhere 
accessibility made possible 
by the cloud. eVetPractice is 
a cloud-based system that 
eliminates servers and lets 
you take your practice out 
to the field. Leave behind 
server costs, maintenance 
and upgrades and enjoy 
automatic software upgrades. 
The software runs on any 
internet-enabled device, 
including tablets, iPads, and 
smartphones

Practice dashboard

Manage your appointment 
scheduling and patient 
flow clearly and easily. The 
configurable appointment 
calendar makes it easy to 
create and edit appointments. 
Display visits by type or 
assigned provider. You can 
even view visit highlights 
without leaving the  
calendar view.

Wellness plans

eVetPractice gives you the 
ability to create wellness 
plans that are automatically 
controlled by the system.  
The system will keep track 
of the expiration of the plan, 
as well as a patient's usage 
within that wellness plan. 
Wellness plans can also 
include payment plans set  
up to automatically process  
a customer’s card on a 
schedule you dictate.
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Client communication and marketing

eVetPractice integrates with multiple marketing 
and communications partners, offering a variety of 
choices to increase client compliance on any clinic 
budget. Covetrus’ Rapport communication suite 
has two-way integration with eVetPractice, so all 
the tools you need work together to provide your 
practice with the best results.

Inventory integrations

eVetPractice allows you to connect your orders 
through Covetrus North America directly to your 
practice inventory. This gives you the ability to 
stay profitable and ensure you have stock on 
hand. For even more control, eVetPractice also 
integrates with CUBEX Veterinary Management 
Solutions, keeping precise track of stock and 
even automating reordering.”

“We found the missing link we 
were looking for to increase our 
production while working with 
medical records, referral options, 
and appointment scheduling.”
-ZippiVet Pet Hospitals
Austin, TX
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Here are a few other unique 
features that practices find useful.

ImproMed
For many practices, daily 
business can often be hectic  
and stressful, which can make  
it challenging to properly 
manage their business while 
providing the best customer 
experience possible. We see 
many practices struggling to 
efficiently manage workflows, 
which can cause disorganization, 
loss of productivity, and even  
lost clients.

Inventory optimization

Create and track purchase 
orders and item receipts, 
view purchasing history, 
adjust base cost of items, 
and maintain a want list 
for reordering. You can also 
simplify your inventory 
receiving process at multiple 
storage locations by
automatically increasing 
the selling prices as your 
inventory costs increase, 
protecting your margins.

Product and pricing 
management

ImproMed’s Product 
Spreadsheet allows you to 
view, manage, and modify the 
pricing of products, inventory 
items, or bundled products 
individually or all at once. This 
creates an efficient way to 
ensure that the retail products 
you sell are priced appropriately 
based upon changing costs or 
market demand, for maximum 
profitability.

Enhanced reporting 
capabilities

ImproMed offers a complete 
suite of over 250 enhanced 
reports, including an overview 
of year-todate totals, down to 
a detailed review of employee 
production for a selected 
period. This allows you to 
trace client interactions, view
financial information, and 
analyze business intelligence 
pertinent to your practice, 
helping you manage the 
health of your business.

Losing just one appointment per day can cost a typical three-
doctor practice over $100,000 in revenue per year, and the 
cost of finding a new client is six times more than retaining 
an existing one. With features such as enhanced forward 
booking, ImproMed can help you book more appointments, 
maintain a consistent appointment calendar, and increase 
revenue. In addition, ImproMed can be configured to fit your 
workflow, helping to improve staff efficiency by connecting 
all of the different areas of your practice while providing a 
streamlined, seamless workflow. More than 4,000 practices 
have chosen ImproMed for its enhanced reporting and real-
time analytics, mobile applications, inventory optimization, 
multiple ways to go paperless, and much more, in one
configurable system. With ImproMed, you can streamline 
your operations and create a seamless workflow that fits  
the needs of your practice.
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Enhanced forward booking

When you conclude an invoice, 
ImproMed will prompt you to 
make a future appointment for 
your client and show all current 
appointments for that patient. 
Increasing the percentage of 
forward-booked appointments 
from 5 percent to 10 percent 
can generate $40,000 in 
additional revenue for a typical 
practice. (AAHA State of the 
Industry Report, 2013)

Enterprise edition

ImproMed’s Enterprise Edition 
allows a central office to manage 
multiple hospitals, regardless of 
their location. You can use one 
master inventory list to manage 
and compare the performance 
of each hospital, easily generate 
enterprise-level reporting, and 
modify pricing, purchasing, and 
financial setup functions anytime. 
You can also send marketing 
campaigns to clients at all 
locations while keeping the unique 
branding of each location in place.

Losing just one appointment 
per day can cost a typical 
three-doctor practice over 
$100,000 in revenue per year

Covetrus Software Services
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Here are a few other unique 
features that practices find useful.

ImproMed 
Equine

Inventory management

With multiple storage 
locations, cost fluctuations, 
and human error, it becomes 
increasingly difficult to 
properly manage inventory
costs. With ImproMed Equine, 
you can store and transfer 
inventory between multiple 
locations, automate mark-ups, 
and track inventory trends 
from one location, so you can 
grow sales while keeping your 
profit margin in line.

Treatment plans

ImproMed Equine’s treatment 
plans are specifically designed
for equine practitioners to
quickly “check the boxes”  
when administering 
treatments, which updates 
the medical record and places 
appropriate charges on the 
client invoice. This saves time 
and eliminates missed charges.

Mobile & Ambulatory

ImproMed Equine operates 
easily in an ambulatory 
or hospital setting. Mobile 
versions of the software are 
available for offline access on 
laptops or tablets. Syncs occur 
quickly and easily upon return 
to the office, when you are 
back in network.

Equine practices face different challenges compared with 
small animal practices, like inaccurate inventory counts 
due to multiple storage locations, or complex accounting 
when billing multiple owners, stables, or trainers. It can 
be difficult to effectively manage your business when 
spending a majority of your time in the field. Equine 
practitioners choose ImproMed Equine software for its 
mobile edition, along with tools such as equine-specific 
billing, inventory management, and mobile apps that help 
them better manage their business, even while in the field.
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Equine-specific billing

With equine-specific billing, you can easily invoice 
multiple patients assigned to a stable or trainer 
at one time and use split billing to make sure all 
owners are billed correctly by percentage. With 
scheduled credit card payments, you can give your 
clients the option to pay in full at the end of the 
month or combine wellness plans with scheduled 
payments to turn the annual cost of care into a 
monthly payment. You provide regular, consistent 
care for your patients while driving consistent 
revenue for your practice.
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Integrated practice 
solutions
All veterinary professionals want to provide 
excellent patient care, but they may not realize that 
business health and patient care are intertwined.

If you’re running a successful practice, you generate more revenue, so you can afford more 
specialized equipment, which enables you to provide even better patient care. This, in 
turn, generates repeat business, increased customer conversions, and strong growth in 
client retention and loyalty. We offer innovative services that integrate with your AVImark, 
eVetPractice, ImproMed, and ImproMed Equine practice management software to help you 
capture more revenue, streamline your workflow, boost efficiency, and grow your practice.*

•   Hardware that works with your software, 
completely configured to save you time  
and money and built to withstand the  
rigorous practice environment.

•   Rapport suite of tools for improved practice 
marketing and client communication.

•   Integrated credit card processing services  
that save time and money and minimize  
human error.

•   Sparkline data analytics that help you  
monitor the key metrics that indicate  
practice health, so you can find opportunities  
to improve your business and boost profits.

•   Data Backup that works in the background  
to store your data remotely and protect it  
against loss.

•   Training and Support to help you increase 
efficiency and get the most from your  
software investment.

*Integrated practice solution availability determined by practice management software selection and version. 
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For more information, talk to an expert:
P / 855-478-7920
E / Marketing.GSS.NA@covetrus.com
W / softwareservices.covetrus.com


